SPECIALFEATURE

Rooftop infinity pool and sun-deck with
panoramic ocean and island views

Ground floor open-air sitting terrace

Wong Amat Tower – luxury by design
S

ince the start of the
year, developers Heights
Holdings have declared
that it is their mission to upgrade
their project portfolio and deliver
more to their clients.
And, as result of contracting

new, leading Bangkok-based
architectural, landscape and
interior design teams, they are
doing just that.
A spokesman for HH quoted
examples of how these teams are
impacting on their offerings:

l Park Royal 3 on
Pratumnak Soi 6 and Park Royal
2 on Pratumnak Soi 1 both have
newly designed, spacious lobbies.
l Park Royal 2 (marketed
by official partner Vistas
Development) has a stylish new

rooftop sundeck and infinity pool
overlooking Pattaya Bay.
l Club Royal, as featured
in recent issues, now features
outstanding landscape design
elements including a 1,000
square metre lagoon pool

Ground floor infinity pool surrounding private elevator
system for the deluxe two-bedroom apartments
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complete with cascades,
waterslides, Jacuzzi caves, rain
curtains and shower domes.
Now HH’s new teams have
turned their attention to the
Wong Amat Tower on Naklua Soi
16 – the company’s flagship 38-

storey, high-rise just 50 metres
from Wong Amat Bay.
The spokesman said: “With
a fantastic location, superb
facilities and excellent structural
design (not to mention groundbreaking free-standing show

units designed to emulate real
views from lower floors of the
building) the project is already
proving to be a great success on
the Pattaya real estate market.”
The project is 40 per cent
sold out, with the on-site

showroom now dismantled as
construction starts.
The pictures on these pages
show some of the Wong Amat
Tower designs.
l For more about the tower
see overleaf.

Ground floor infinity pool with water
features and children’s play area
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SPECIALFEATURE
Wong Amat Tower ground floor plan

Landscaping in HH’s
flagship high-rise will
provide new levels of
style and comfort ...

As can be seen from the ground
floor and roof plans on this page, the
upgrades to the landscaping in the
Wong Amat Tower bring a whole new
level of style and comfort according
to HH’s spokesman.
Included are:
l Massive ground floor infinity
pool surrounding open air lounge and
lobby – featuring Jacuzzis, shower

domes, wall-gardens, waterfalls, large
sitting terraces;
l Large playground and child’s
play lawn;
l Large sky-lit rooftop infinity
pool and sundeck with Jacuzzis and
rock garden;
l Rooftop heli-pad;
l Party lawn and putting green
above the separate parking complex.

Wong Amat Tower roof plan
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